


Welcome to Reels of Joy Photography’s Style Guide! 

We know this plethora of information garnered from years of photogra-

phy experience will answer your questions, ease your mind, and take your 

pictures to the next level. Pictures can be stressful because you want to 

love them for years to come; we hope this guide helps you as you prepare. 

We are here for you every step of the way.

To look and feel your absolute best in your photos, you’ll want these in-

dustry insider tips and tricks. This guide essentially takes the guesswork 

out of the age-old struggle that is: what to wear. You will find a simple and 

straightforward breakdown of a fail-proof planning process to   1) elevate 

your look and 2) maximize your investment in quality photos.  Let’s get 

started, shall we?

IN PICTURES

LOVING



The very rst place to start when planning your pictures is determining the 

overall tone or mood you’re going for.  For example, are you going for a fun 

look, casual, sophisticated, serene, professional, etc.?  If your photos were to 

have a personality, what do you want that personality to be?  You’re inspira-

tion can be anything. Some clients start with where they are going to display 

the images, and use the inspiration from that room to choose their tone.  

Others start with a piece of clothing like a dress or pair of shoes to base color 

schemesschemes off of.  A location, another inspiration photo, your personality and/or 

your family’s personality, an event the pictures are documenting, or even a 

feeling you want to encapsulate can also inspire your pictures.  Once you’ve 

determined what overall feel you are going for, you can coordinate the outts 

and location to work together. 

SETTING THE TONE



If you’re still unsure about the color palette you want to go with, using natural tones is always 
a win. Soft creams, greys, browns, blues, etc. will always look beautiful and tasteful. 

QUICK TIP

Unless you’re time traveling back to 1996, matching shirts and outts is out, and coordi-
nating outts is in. Of course we want outts to work together, but they do not need to 
be—and should not be—the exact same. For example, not everyone needs to be in the 
same denim on denim ensemble (1996), but it does look nice to determine a color 
scheme of 2-4 colors or a color family (ie warm or cool tones), for example, and have ev-
eryone wear something that matches his or her personality within that color scheme. 
This is what we mean by coordinating. Outts aren’t “matchy-matchy,” but they also work 
ttogether. 

When determining a color scheme, remember to consider the room where the pictures 
will be displayed. This is huge! If the colors in your pictures conict with the tones of the 
room in which they are hung, you’ll want to replace them sooner than later. If the room in 
which your photos will be displayed is decorated with muted, natural tones, you want to 
carry that style and color palette through to your outts. 

As a general rule, bright colored clothing brings a spirit of energy and life and photos 
showcasing these colors will look best in rooms that also boast bright colors.  Red is 
known as a power color that represents strength.  Darker colors like navy and dark grey 
can feel comfortable as neutrals.  Light pink and peach appear soft and romantic.  And 
jewel tones have a rich and luxurious feel.

WWhen interior designers design a room, they often start with one piece of furniture or 
fabric as a jumping-off point. Here’s a tip: if you’re struggling with where to start, be like 
an interior designer of your photos; when coordinating outts for a group of people, start 
with one outt or piece of clothing you love and build from there. 

COLOR SCHEME



In addition to color palettes, you are also choosing a style for your out-
ts. Choosing formal wear is timeless and makes for beautiful photos to 
hang in the fancier parts of your home. If you want a more documentary 
or lifestyle type of look, you can wear every day, casual clothes, but stay 
away from graphic tees and remember to keep the outts ironed and 
clean to avoid looking sloppy. The middle ground-- wearing more dressy 
but still casual clothing-- is always an easy choice because you’ll look 
ninice but also feel comfortable. When in doubt, dress it up. You won’t 
regret looking polished. 
 
Another helpful tip to consider when planning outts is to use layers 
with your clothing to add depth and visual interest. One layer of the 
photo to keep in mind is the background or location itself. Factor in the 
location when planning your outts; you can either coordinate the style 
of your outts with the location or juxtapose the location and your out-
ts, e.g., formal attire in an antique or outdoor setting. Be aware of the 
colors of your location so you don’t disappear in the background (e.g. 
weawearing green in an all-green, outdoor setting lacks contrast.)

This next tip may be a bit debatable because there are some fashion-for-
ward clients who love to display their fashion sense, which is great! It’s 
noteworthy to consider, however, that wearing trendy clothing pieces 
specic to the season or year may date your photos and be out of style 
within a year. Don’t let this discourage you from wearing stylish, inter-
esting outts! But be aware of the trends with a quick expiration date.  

Once you’ve decided on your outts, please send a picture of them to me 
so we can collaborate together on your vision and assure all of the other 
factors--such as the location and editing--work together to achieve your 
desired look. 

STYLE







So, you have determined the mood of the pictures and considered colors and pieces that in-
spire your outts. Now it’s time to choose pieces that t the parameters you’ve set but also 
atter each person. We want everyone to feel their best, and choosing clothes that are at-
tering is just as important as choosing colors and patterns. The main two things we look at 
here are 1) body shapes and 2) skin tone.

Dressing for your body shape is based on playing up your strengths and working with what 
you’ve got! It’s all about feeling condent

YOUR SHAPE



Women with a straight or athletic frame want to look for clothing that denes a waistline with 

belts, piping, seems, etc. Clothing that ares below the waist such as ared skirts, A-line 

dresses, and wide legged trousers add the illusion of curves. Skinny jeans look great on this 

shape as well paired with a waist-dening top such as a peplum or tted blazer. Avoid clothing 

that is too owy or loose around the waist. Tops that draw attention to sleeves and the bust 

with ruffles, decorative necklines, etc. will also make the waist look smaller and create more of 

an hourglass shape.

FFor the pear shape ladies with more weight on the bottom half of their frames, wearing cloth-

ing with more visual weight and structure on the top half will balance the bottom half and 

create a hourglass shape. Clothing that draws attention to and denes the upper half is how 

we add this visual weight to the upper body. Tops with puff sleeves, boatnecks, structured 

shoulders, cowlnecks, and v-necks will do the trick, just to name a few. Accentuate the waist 

with a tted and dened waistline. Utilize straight leg trousers to balance the wide hips and 

thighs. Pants with pockets are important because pants without pockets magnify the boo-

ty—which is not a bad thing— but again, balancing the overall gure is the most attering be-

cause the eye naturally looks for and desires balance. Our eyes are funny like that.

Women with hourglass gures want clothing that ows with and works with their curves. Boxy 

styles such as cropped, wide tops or boxy dresses are not attering for this body type. 

High-waisted pants and pencil skirts will hit at the waistline and accentuate the waist, and 

these items look beautiful and attering paired with tted blouses. Fitted tops and button ups 

as well as tops and dresses made of stretchy knit fabrics will accentuate your shape rather 

than hide it. 

Women with inverted triangle body types are more like a strawberry shape with broad shoul-

ders and/or buxom bust lines. For this body type, we don’t want to amplify or draw attention 

to the dominant upper body. Button ups are a problem piece for this body type because—as 

buxom gured women will attest—button up shirts all too often leave gaping holes between 

the buttons covering the chest area. Button ups will typically only t the widest point and 

hang on the other areas. Knit fabrics with stretch, on the other hand, will accommodate the 

wider areas as well as accentuate and dene the waist. Darted dresses and tops that dene the 

wwaist and maintain structure around the bust are attering. Lengthening the torso is key, and 

to balance the upper half, we can add embellishment and pattern such as patterned pants or 

skirts to add visual weight to the lower half.

The Oval body type is shaped like an apple with their broadest width around the middle with 

slim legs and arms. Cap sleeves to showcase dened arms as well as tted skinny jeans or 

skirts and dresses to highlight svelte legs will draw attention to those beautiful features. Tops 

or dresses should drape or frame the middle section and not cling to it. Clothing that is tted 

around the bust and decorative necklines are attering because they draw the eye up. Tops 

that are shorter in the front and longer in the back elongate legs and stretch the torso. Mono-

chromatic colors from top to bottom keep the gure long and lean. Invest in quality jeans with 

a wida wide, rm waistband to corset in the middle, and you will be feeling great!



If you fall into the skinny category, you want to look 
for clothes that aren’t necessarily skintight but 
don’t drown your frame. Tailored is a great look. 
Watch out for baggy jeans or pants and boxy shirts. 
You are the men that can get away with skinny jeans 
and straight leg jeans. T-shirts generally don’t look 
polished enough in pictures unless you’re going for 
a a casual look. If you can nd a tailored shirt with a 
“slim t,” you’ll be able to avoid any extra fabric you 
don’t need. It’s not that the clothing needs to be 
tight, but you also don’t want your look to say 
“baggy” as this can translate to “sloppy.”

Men in the muscular category often have a tough 
time nding clothes with the right t because of 
broad shoulders and wide necks. As a general rule, 
you should be able to t a nger between your neck 
and the collar of your shirt. You don’t want too-tight 
fabric pulling shoulder to shoulder across the back 
or the chest area. When fabric doesn’t lie smoothly, 
yoyou’ll notice the pulling in photos. Be aware of loud 
colors and pattern because you may be the largest 
body in the picture so, typically, complimenting 
solids and mild patterns are best.

If you have a stocky build, be aware of all of the tips 
in the muscular category above and also avoid 
clothes that are too tted on your middle section. 
Try jackets with structured shoulders as well as stiff-
er fabrics that won’t cling to areas you aren’t trying 
to draw attention to; stretchy knit fabrics don’t do 
any favors. Clothing that elongates your frame is 
youryour best friend: vertical stripes, long jeans or 
pants, and lower prole shoes will love you, and you 
will love them in return. Avoid boots and cropped 
pants as this creates the illusion of shorter legs. 



If you’re having headshots done you’ll want to keep your top neutral and solid because the view is tight and 

the photo is mainly just, well, your head. Think about contrast between your top and background with hair 

and skin color—e.g. blonde disappears against white, and dark skin tones with lighter colors and backdrops 

have more contrast and visual appeal.

FFor the full-length shots, the entire ensemble is obviously more critical. First, determine the personality or 

feeling you need to portray in your profession. Consider the psychology of colors in your apparel choices. 

Similar to what we talked about earlier, red is known as a power color that represents authority. Navy and 

dark grey are business-like, professional colors. If you are going for an approachable look, lighter colors such 

as mid-tone blues and greens and tan appear friendly. Light pink and peach appear soft and romantic. Bright 

colors (other than red) will evoke energy and translate as fun. 

LastlLastly, if you are taking professional photos to use for years to come, be aware of trendy clothing and go for 

a timeless, classy look so you don’t nd yourself needing an updated photo one year later.

Senior shoots are such a unique opportunity to show multiple facets of an individual’s per-
sonality.  Multiple outts and/or props are recommended to give variety and showcase 
hobbies, talents, and personality. Think of a senior shoot as a journaling of sorts to capture 
this season of life in photos. At least one formal look and one casual look is recommended. 
It’s all about seeing a senior’s personality in their photos so have fun with the accessories 
and be true to the senior’s style. Going trendy with the outts is denitely more appropri-
ate with this type of shoot. 



QUESTIONS?

angieklein@reelsooyphotography.com(951) 704-8834


